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ABSTRACT

We calculate the core level binding energy shift from the Isolated

atom to the crystalline solid, for group IV elemental semiconductors. This

is done by siiaple extension of Johansson and Martensson's scheme for metals.

We show that the core level energy in a nonmetal must he measured by the

photo absorption ("core exeiton") threshold rather than by photo emission.

As a byproduct, a simple scheme is also devised to evaluate impurity heats

of solutions in semiconductors.
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.1 INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades a

considerable amount of experimental work hag been devoted

to the investigation of core-level binding energies. The

number of core levels and their binding energies are

characteristic for a given element. The energy of an electron

in a tightly bound state is determined by the attractive

potential of the nuclei and the repulsive core coulomb

interaction with all the other electrons. A change in the

chemical enviroment of a particular atom involves a spatial

rearrangement of the valence charges of this particular

atom and different potential created by the nuclear and

electronic charges on all the other atoms in the solid.

Xt has now been well established that the exact value of

the core-level binding energy measured for a given element

depends on the chemical environment of that element.

The core level binding energies of

free atoms become systematically lowered by several eV when

they are condensed to form a crystalline solid. A calculation

of the energy shift for atom to solid will be the object of

this work. The core-level binding energy shifts are given by

the difference of two binding energies(4)

( E*(nc-1) -

EA - ES

c c (1)
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where E(n ) is the total binding energy of the system considered

as a function of the number of electrons n in a particular

core level. The subscript A and S indicate the binding energies

for the free atom and solid respectively. Here both binding

energies are referred to the vacuum level.

One can,in general, decompose this shift

into three contributions which are due to configuration changes,

chemical shifts and relaxation shifts . The configuration

shift is the change in thr core-level binding energy due to

changing the configuration ( the distribution of electrons

among s, p, and d states) of the free atom into a configuration

similar to that which the atom will adopt in the solid. The

chemical shift is the displacement of the core level by changes

in the chemical enviroment before an electron is removed from

the level. The relaxation effect is associated with drastic

arrangement of the electrons due to the removal of the electron

from the core level. This rearrangement involves a flow of

negative charge towards the hole created in the photoeraission

process in order to screen the suddenly appearing positive

charge. The screening lowers the energy of the hole state left

behind and therefore lowers the binding energy as well. Only in

a few cases these contributions to the total shift have been

evaluated by making use of some theoretical models for the

metals, ionic solids and some intermetallic compounds .

This is however in general a very difficult task.

Recently a simple alternative

theoretical scheme has been proposed by Johansson and

Martensson (jM) which has has many practical merits. In

this scheme one obtains a direct and simple relationship

between the binding of a core level for the free atom E
c

-3-

and the same core level in the metallic state of the atom

relative to the fermi level E interims of other
c,F

experimental quantities such as the atomic ionization energies

and the impurity heat of mixing. This scheme,based on a Born-

type cycle, works very nicely and effectively for most of the

metallic solids and the results are in good agreement with

all known experimental results. However, JM have applied it

only to metallic elements due to difficulties both of principle

and of practical nature in applying it to semiconductors and

insulators.

In the present work we extend JM's

scheme to make it applicable also as well to the group IV

semiconductors and semimetals. This is done by making two

modifications to JM's scheme. The first one is connected with

the measurement of E . In a nonmetal the core-binding energy

must be obtained by the core—*• conduction photoabsorption
(8)

threshold, the so called "core-exciton" , rather than the

photoemission threshold. This final state insures complete

screening around the core hole by the ejected electron, which

is brought into the bound core-exciton level. Complete

screening is necessary if one is to identify - as is done in

JM's scheme — the core-excited atom with a neutral (Z+l)

impurity. The second modification is associated with the

evaluation of the impurity heat of solution for the
(n)

semiconductors. Miedema's ^npirical scheme cannot be used

in this case. One can evaluate this quantity for the

semiconductor by using e.g Van Vechten's

scheme. Alternatively one can use a tetrahedral sp -hybrid

tight-binding cluster model. We consider both methods in the

present work.

- I l -
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With above modifications JM's scheme

becomes effectively applicable to the group IV semiconductors

and semimetals as well and thus we are able to calculate the

core-level binding energy shifts for these elements. We find

that, the agreement with the available experimental results are

generally in the order of leV , which is rather satisfactory,

in view of the simplicity of the scheme.

-5-

2. THEORETICAL MODEL

2.1. METALLIC SOLIDS (JM'S SCHEME)

For metallic solids, the core ionizatioo

process can be described by a simple picture with the following

two basic assumptions,

— the core ionization is to be considered as taking

place at a particular atomic site in the solid, and

- the site from which the core electron is ejected

will have to become totally screened by the

surrounding electrons.

This implies that the initial state

before core ionization is the perfect metal and the final state

after core ionization is a core-hole impurity site which is

completely screened in an otherwise perfect crystal. The

•equivalent cores approximation" or (Z+l) approximation can

then be applied to the final state. With this approximation ,

a core-hole site is (quite accurately) replaced by a (Z+l) atom

and the final state resulting from the photo-ejection of the

core electron can be describeed as a (Z+l) atomic impurity in

the original Z metal.

This final state can also be reached

from the original perfect metallic state by a Born-Ilaber cycle.

This is illustrated in Fig.(l) after JM. The procedure involved

in this cycle is as follows. First, a Z atom is extracted from

the solid at the cost of the cohesive energy E . This atom
coh

is subsequently core—ionized, this costs the free atom core-

binding energy E . The (z+l)-approximation is applied to this

-6-
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ionized state in the sense that that the core-ionized atom Z

is replaced by the valence ionized (Z+l) ion with the same

valence electronic structure as the core-ionized Z atom. After

that, this (2+1) ion with a valence vacancy is neutralised by

the acquisition of an electron forming the ground state of the

neutral (Z+l) atom. This releases the ionization energy I

Then this neutralised (Z+l) atom is embedded into the standard

solid yielding the cohesive energy E . Finally one of these

(Z+l) metallic sites is implanted substitutionally into a Z solid.

The energy involved in this last step is the impurity heat of

solution E (z). In this way one arrives at the final state

which has a (2+1) impurity site in the otherwise perfect Z solid.

This final situation is equivalent to to the thermal excitation

of the core electron from an atom at a specific site of Z solid

up to the fermi level. It should, however, be mentioned that

photoexcitation is a vertical process and thus this core-

ionization energy will in principle be a lower limit to the

actual experimental value.

Thus the energy balance of the cycle,

z A z+l z+l imp, .
E + E - I - E + E , , (z)
con c con z+l

can be meaningfully taken as an evaluation of the core-binding

energy in the solid, E (here the subscript F stands for

relative to the fermi level). The sought core-level binding

energy shift,

E =
c

E
c,F

Econ
E
z+l (2)

is then expressed in terms of easily accessible experimental

quantities with the exception of E ,(z). This quantity E ,{



could in principle be obtained from the experiment but very little

data is Available in the literature. Therefore some other scheme

has to be used for the evaluating of this quantity. For the

metallic solid Miedema's scheme seems more preferable. The

above eqn.(2) is the exact expression of the excitation of

the core electron from an atom at a specific site of the solid to

the fermi level. This is the scheme used by JM to evaluate the

core-level binding energy shifts for the metallic elements.

2.2. APPLICATION TO SEMICONDUCTORS

In the case of the metallic solids, the

previous description with the complete screening picture of the

core hole is indeed appropriate with the photoemission
M

experiment, by which E is usually measured, because the

core-ionized ion is left completely screened by the electrons

at the fermi level. The question then arises to what extent a

similar screening picture is applicable to semiconductors

and insulators.

One essential complication associated

with the photoemission threshold for the nonmi-tals is that in

these elements ordinary photoemission does not leave behind a

neutral core-hole since the screening is incomplete - a field
2
e /g r remains at large distances. Hence perfect screening

for the core-hole cannot be expected and this final state is

not exactly the same as the neutral impurity implied in the above

scheme.

Our observation is that the above

difficulty can be remedied by alternatively measuring the

core-level binding energy for the semiconductor by the core-

-to- conduction photoabsorption threshold, the so called

"core—exciton", rather than the ordinary photoemission tureshold,

where the final electron is removed. In an optical experiment

the photoexcited electron, subject to the screened coulomb

potential of the very localised hole, should reach a final

state closely resembling that of an electron in the field of

a donor impurity * . The excitation of such bound exciton

states is schematically shown in Fig.(2). In this way the

ejected electron goes into the first available bound state

-9- -10-
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about the core—hole and the screening becomes complete at some

distance larger than the binding radius. This modification

allows us to consider the initial state before core ionization

as the perfect semiconductor pnd the final state after core-

ionization as the neutral Z+l impurity site in an otherwise

perfect semiconductor. We can then replace the core-ionized

Z atom ( with the core-hole-electron bound state) by the core

of the Z+l atom. This Z+l neutral impurity inside the Z semi-

-conductor ia now clearly a very similar object to previous case

and in this way JM's scheme becomes applicable. We will then
s

regard E as the excitation energy of the core electron
c,exciton 5J

to the core excifcon lecel in the semiconductor.

The new Born-Haber cycle appropriate to

to semiconductors is illustrated again in Fig.(3). The steps

involved in the cycle are the same as before and thus we are

led to the following final expression for the core-level

binding energy shift for the semiconductor,

E =
c

E
c,exciton coh

E ucoh
- Eimp(z)

z+l
(3)

Fig.(2). The excitation of bound exciton states in metals

and insulators. The density of states N(E) is

indicated towards the right. E = Fermi energy.

CB= conduction band. VB= valence band. E ,exciton.

There exist experimental photoabsorption

yield spectra for some semiconductors from which we can locate

almost accurately the position of E relative to the core -
c

exciton level. Thus, provided E +?(z) for semiconductor can be

evaluated, we should be able to evaluate the core-level binding

energy shifts for the group IV semiconductors and semimetals

and make a direct comparison with the experimental data as well.

-11- -12-
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The experimental core—level binding energy

shifts, in principle, can be obtained from the difference of

experimental core binding energy of the free atom and the

experimental binding energy of the same atomic core level from

the solid. However due to the lack of experimental core-level

binding energies for free atom it has been common to obtain the

experimental core-level binding energy shifts by using theoretical

or semiempirical atomic core binding energies together with

measured core levels for the solids(13)

In the next section we will consider two

alternative methods for the evaluation of the impurity heat of
imp

solution E associated with the implantation of Z+l impurity

into a Z semiconductor.

- 13 -
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THE HEAT OF SOLUTION E l m p(z)

3.1 E l m P(z) BY SIMPLIFIED HYBRID CLUSTER MODEL

Semiconductors are held together

by strong, d i r ec t iona l , covalent bonding among nearest

neighbour atoms. S i l icon , germanium and e t - t i n have the

diamond s t ruc tu re with atoms joined to four nearest

neighbours at t e t r ahedra l angle (lO9"28')- According to

the theory of hybrid bond o rb i t a l s the s -o rb i t a l and three

p -o rb i t a l s of each atom are hybradized to form four

te t r ahedra l sp hybrid o rb i t a l s s trongly overlapping with

adjacent atoms in the te t rahedra l d i rec t ion . The electrons

are considered to be local ized in d i s t i n c t bonds.

The most important advantage of

using the hybrid c l u s t e r model i s tha t i t allows us to

think of a chemical bond in terms of a 2-elect ron wave

function b u i l t up from pa r t i cu l a r o rb i t a l s of the two

atomic centers involved. To evaluate E
2 ; + j ( z ) o v making use

of the simplif ied hybrid c l u s t e r with Huckel technique,

we f i r s t assume tha t t h i s quantity i s equivalent to the

change in local chemical bond energy due to the replacing

of cen t ra l z-atom by a (z+l)-atom in sp hybrid c lu s t e r .

In the following we present two

calcula t ions of E r m p (z} , for diamond, s i l i con , germanium,

•*- t in (sp hybrid c lus te r ) , and graphite (sp hybrid c lus te r ) ,

-15-

3.1(a) E1"P(z) FOR DIAMOND-LIKE STRUCTURE

We consider a tetrahedral sp

hybrid cluster model for diamond-like structure in which

sp hybrid orbitals of z-atom are directed onto the central

atom as shown in Fig.(4O . At first we consider the central

atom as a z—atom and later we will replace this z-atom by

(z+l)-atom. The orthonormal atomic orbitals on each atom

at the four corners A,B,C and D of the tetrahedral cluster

are given by,

% = 1/2

= 1/2 (sB-j87"3 P* +
1 jt

1/2

- 1/2

143

(4)

Here s and p are the atomic orbitals where p—orbitals are

pointing along the bond direction. Since the tetrahedral

cluster has T symmetry we can construct the eigen-functions
d

Hfi and Hfi for the linear combination of above atomic
M MS

orbitals as follows.

1 / 2

'•5

1 2 3 4

i/2j7( 3y - ^ -*y -\y
1 2 3 4

(5)

For the cent ra l atom we assign

a and p wave functions, namely <p , (p , <p , <f> , with
s px py p^

-16-
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Fig.(4)• (a) Schemetic tetrahedral sp hybrid-cluster bond

orbitals for diamond-like structure.

(b) Schemetic atonic orbitals and the definition

of the matrix elements H , H , H , and . H .
ss sp pp ppjt

The positions of the atoms are indicated by

O(the central atom of the hybrid-cluster) and

A(the atoms at the corner of the hybrid-cluster).

eigen-values £ and £ which are taken as atomic s and p
s P

energy values for the free z-atom.

We obtain the eigen-energy E_(z)
.o

by solving the usual eigen-value problem between xfc,and q> .

the final result i s

- 1/2J . (6)

£ +3«
Here we use t =^*|H|Hf,>= — - — - (the eigen-energy of *Vp

*=^>°fHl^°> , V=<%\H\^°S and H i s the Hamiltonian

fl4)for the total system

Similarly, by solving the eigen-

value problem between y and <t as well , we obtain

the eigen-energy as follows.

h p
(7)

where Cp=<^(H^z> and

The valuea of V and V can be
1 z

obtained explicitly as,

H - J T H
SS Sp (8)

-18-



'pz'

H - 7/9 H
sp

'4' "pz

-2/9 H (9)

H ,H , H and H
Here ss' sp' pp<r pprt denote respectively the

following matrix elements,

A.

A,

H

H = <p
sp ^*z

H = ̂ p A

pp<r s z
HH
PP1C

Now we replace the z-atom by (z+1)-

atom at the centre of the cluster. The eigen value £ will

change into ( «£ + £ ̂ J , where ^ ^LJS ^ atld ^

and t are atomic a and p energy values of (z+l)-atom

respectively, fe is the screened coulomb potential due

to the extra electron at the centr.-l atom which is estimated

by,

coul
(10)

Here R is taken to be the nearest neighbour distance and

k is the Fermi-Thomas wave vector given by

k =
FT

(11)
w
_E
v..

-19-

With (z+l)-atom at the central site

we again calculate the energy eigen-values E (z+l) and

E (z+li following the same procedure as above, and the

final results are as follows.

E (z+1)
1̂

1/2 («'+€ , +h coul

h coul

)-l/2/ ( * '• hh coul s

coul

(12)

Here we have neglected the difference in orbital overlapping

from (z+I)-atom to z-atom and also taken V and V fpr (z+l)

atom as the same for the corresponding values of the z-atom.

imp,
To evaluate E (zj, we consider the

following picture. For the initial state , we assume that

sp hybrid cluster of z-atoms is a host and a free (z+l)-atcm

with 5 valence electrons is a guest outside. For the final

state,we replace central z-atom by (z+l)-atom in the cluster-

(putting one electron on £ level) and place the free

z-atom with 4 valence electrons outside the cluster. Then we
imp *

can estimate E (z), which is equivalent to the change in
z+1

local chemical bonding energy caused by the replacemennt of

z-atom by (z+l)-atom at the center of the z-hybrid-cluster,

as follows.

= {2rE_(z+l)+3E_(z+llfEl;(z+l)+2 £ (z)+2 t (z) 1 -
^ t- >1 I7y U j s P J

-20-



The first bracket in eqn.(13) is the total atomic energy for

the final state and the second bracket is that for the initial

state. We have placed the extra electron from (z+l)—atom in

the lowest conduction band E_ (z+l) , in the final state, to

make sure of the complete screening.

To evaluate E^^{z) from eqn.(13), we

make use of the atomic 6 and 6 energy values from
S (16)P

dementi's H—F calculations of ground—state atoms. The

and H are extracted from
PPirmatrix elements H H , H

ss, sp pp<r

Harrison's work. They are obtained by fitting the energy

bands of group IV semiconductors.

3.l(b) E1D1?>(z) EOR GRAPHITE
Z • X

Graphite is a layer compound and
2

therefore we consider sp hybrid cluster model with three
2

sp hybrid orbitals directed towards the central atom on the

same layer as shown in Fig. (5). The orthonormal atomic

orbitals are then given by,

PB>
y

(14)

-21-

Fig.(S). Schemetic sp hybrid-cluster for layer structure

of graphite.

-22-



Since this cluster has C
3v

symmetry, we construct the eigen function as the

following linear combinations of , and

P a= 145- (15)

We can obtain the energy eigen-

values E (z), E <z), E_ (z+l) and EP (z+l) for the «--bond

following the same procedure as for the diamond-like

structure above. The values of V and V for the present
1 2

case are,

V = H - 4 2 H
1 ss sp

V = -1$T H - 3/4 H - 1/4 H (16)
2 /<r sp ppc ppit

Finally the relation for Elmp(z)
z+l

for graphite can be obtained as follows.

= •£ 2E (z+l)+4E (z+l)+2E (z+l)+ 2 € (z)+2t (z)V-

€g(z+l)+2

(17)

The matrix elements H , H , H
ss sp ppr

and H are taken from the energy band calculations of
PPT fjg \

Bassani et al . The values of E^z)^-2.3-4 and

E (z+l)=-A€- E (z) , which are the eigen-energies of "H -bonds

for graphite, are taken from the band structure after Painter
-23-

and Ellis

In Table (l) we have collected all the matrix

elements H , H . Hss sp & Hpp]t and the results of V and V
1 £

extracted from them. In Table (2) the eigen-energy values of

atomic s and p orbxt&ls "together with eigen—energy values of

the hybrid-clusters for Z-semiconductors are given. £ , the

screened coulomb potential,and the final results of E ,(z) are

also collected in the same Table.

To check the reliability of our calculated

eigen-energy values, we extract cohesive energies out of these.

We find that the extracted cohesive energies differ from the

experimental values by large amounts. This is shown in Table (3).

This indicates that our calculated E (z) values will also be

rather large to use in eqn.(3). However , in our view, a rescaled

value of E (z) by using the calculated cohesive energy and
(20)

the experimental value will be of more practical use. Friedel ,

who also has obtained a large difference between his calculated

cohesive energies and the experimental values, has pointed out

that relative values still make physical sense. Thus we choose to

make use of the rescaled value E P (2) for our calculation of

core-level shift. With this reselling we modify eqn.(3) as,

(18.•)c oh c oh "z+l

AE

_th

Ecoh
E hcoh (18)

Here E" refers to the calculated cohesive energy for
coh

Z semiconductor obtained from our cluster model.As Table (3)

shows the scaling factor, h= E / E , , is as small as 0.3
coh coh

in C and grows to 0.5 in Si.

-21+-
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Table ( l )

pp PPK. 1

C(diamond) -2.96 4.11 2.3S -1.32

C(graphite) -2.86 6.12 3.26 -1.90

Si -1-44 1.97 0.17 -0.62

Ge -1.32 1.03 0.08 -0.67

ot-Sn -1.09 1.69 0.02 -0.55

-10.08 -3.94

-13.44 -5-65

- 4-86 -1.13

- 4.83 -1.09

- 4.03 -0.87

all values are given in eV.
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Table (3)

E

coh
E
z+1

C(diamond)

C(graphite)

Si

Ge

-Sn

14-5

14.5

10.5

9.8

8.6

4.9

4.9

3.4

2.9

2.7

7-36

7.37

4.6

3.9

3. 1

22.6

24.2

9.2

9-8

7-9

0.33

0.30

0.5

0.4

0.39

1.53

1.01

O.92

0.92

0.69

10.5

11.0

8.4

7.9

7.5

all values are given in eV.

(b) E ^ (,) - n

(c) from eqn.(l8).

By making use of the experimental values for

T Z + 1 rx A cz+1

' coh a coh w e a r e t h u s a b le to calculate the core-

level binding energy shift of the group IV elements from
eqn.{l8). The cohesive energies are taken from the

tabulation by Brewer . Ionization energies are taken

from the atomic energy level data compiled by Moore'32'.

These experimental cohesive energies together with the

calculated cohesive energies are collected in Table (3).

The final results ofAE , obtained from eqn.(18), are also

given in the last column of the same Table.
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3.2 E l n * ( z ) BY SEMI-EMPIRICAL CALCULATION
ZT 1

An alternative way of semi-
imp

empirical evaluation for £ for remiconductors As found
(10) imp,

in Van Vechten's work , In principle, E Z\zf ^s

equivalent to the excess heat of mixing H (I A ), which
in x 1—x

inturn, is due to mixing cf x concentration of (z+l)-impurity
I into z-semiconductor A at the critical temperature T .

c

According to Van Vechten's scheme, this quantity can be

seperated into two parts,

El(lxAl-x>

where the contribution E is the heat of mixing produced by

the reduction of the various band gaps(caused by the disorder

of the host semiconductor potential connected with

incooperation of the impurity). The contribution E is due

to the effect of the excess electrons ( excess from the

number required to exactly fill the valence bands and leave

all the conduction bands empty).

Our interpretation of these two

quantities, in connection with the (z+1^approximation, is

that E is just equivalent to the change in the energy of the

chemical bonds due to the replacement of Z atom by Z+1 atom

in an otherwise perfect Z semiconductor whereas E is equivalent

to extra energy required by an electron to climb from the

intrinsic fenni level at mid-gap to the bottom of the conduction

band.

"29-

In Van Vechten's work, E is obtained

by the empirical relation,

D(A). ( B M - (20)

TM

E
TM V&

where (E -E ) is the difference in internal energy per

electron between an idealized sp hybrid ( PP model)

semiconductor and an idealized ( jellium model) metal. D(A)

is an empirical factor which can be obtained interns of

various direct band gaps fitting the measured transitions

energies.

E2 is given by the relation,

(21)

where (E^-E^) denotes the enthalpy difference between the

fermi level and the valence band ettges and I is the

concentration of the impurity. The crucial assumption is

that the dominant ionization state of the impurity has chargit

Van Vechten has evaluated E and E

for Si and Ge with different kind of impurities. He has been

kind enough to supply us hia unpublished results. The

values of E and E for Si:P and Ge:As are given in Table (4),

However the values .for C:N and -Sn:Sb are not contained in

his work.

Since E is expected to be equivalent

to the energy required by an electron to climb up to the

conduction band from the fermi level, we can estimate it as,
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E = E - E - E
2 cond F B

(22)

or roughly,

E /2 - E_
gap' B

where E is some small impurity-like binding energy. As
a

shown in Table(4), one can find that E is somewhat smaller

than E /2 and also E is small ( of the order of half an
gap 1

electron volt). This situation suggests that by first

assuming E = E /2 , and then neglecting E , might not
2 gap 1

be too bad for C:N and <*•-Sn;Sb as well.

This is the choice we have made for the

alternative semi-empi'rical evaluations of E (z) for the
z+1

group IV elements. Corresponding core—level binding energy

shifts are obtained from eqn,(3) by making .use of above

quantities together with the experimental values of ionization

energies and cohesive energies. The results are collected in

Table(4). We find that the agreement between AE obtained
c

from both alternative methods are quite satisfactory.
In the following section we will

give an account on the comparison we make between the

calculated and available experimental data.
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Table (4)

E h Econ con

C{diamond) 14.S 7.36 4-9

C(graphite) 14.5 7.37 4.9

Si

Ge

2.7(a^ 2.7 9.6

0 U ) 0 12.1

10.S 4.6 3.4 0.2(b> 0.6(a) 0.8(c) 8.5

(0.22)(b)

9.8 3.9 2.9 0.7(b) 0.4 U ) l.l(c) 7.8

8.6 3.1 2.7

(0.1)
(b)

0 { a ) 0 8.2

(a) Assumed to be *E (T=0)
gap

(b) Calculated at T = T ... , . _ , „ . . ,,„.
critical by J. Van Vechten(l3)

(c) From eqn.(3)
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4 CORE LEVEL BINDING ENERGIES OF GROUP IV

ATOMS AND SOLIDS

Experimentally, it turns out that not

much is known about the core-level binding energies of the free

atom E . There are few data available for some simple metals
c

but they are usually one or few of the inner ionizations that

have been measured. No experimental data of core-level binding

energies of group IV semiconductors and semimetals have been

reported so far. Therefore in such a situation it might seem

resonable to rely on calculated core binding energies instead.

One possibility is to derive the atomic core-level binding

energy from Hartree-Fock-Slater calculations as carried out

by Huang et al . W e denote this energy by E (H). Another
C (7)

possibility is to follow the method of Johansson et al ' - to

get quesi-experimental atomic core-level binding energy by

summing the experimental ionization potential energies. We

label this energy by E (JM). We observe that the agreement
c

between these two atomic core-level binding energies are rather

good in general. For 2p , core level of Si atom we find that
A A

E (H)=IO7.6 eV and E (JM)=108.9eV where the discrepancy being
c c
about 1% only. In the case of the 3dt/2 c o r e i e v el o f G e atom

EA(H)=35.8eV whereas EA(jM)=37.9eV. For 4d , core level of
c c. 5/2

i-Sn atom we find that E (H)=3O.8eV and E (jM)=32.4eV. Finally
C C A

we find that for ls1 core level of C atom E (H)=296.8eV. This
2 c

atomic core binding energy is not available from JM's method.
A

These E_ values are collected in Table(5).

We make two distinctions for the

experimental core—level binding energy shift in order to make

a comparison with our calculated shift. The calculated atomic

core-level binding energy E (H) combined with measured energy
o

for the solid will be called "pseudo-experimental" core-level

binding energy shift A E ( PE) . On the other hand, the quasi-

experimental atomic core-level binding energy E (JM) combined
c

with measured energy of the solid will be called " quasi-

experimental" core-level binding energy shiftAE (QB). We
c

collect both experimental core-level binding energies, if

available, in Table(S).

In general, experimental core-level

binding energy relative to the core-exciton levl for group IV

semiconductors and semimetals can be obtained by photoabsorption

measurements. However most of the core-level energies available

for solids are measured by photoemission experiments, measuring

with respect to the valence band or fermi level. The only core-

exciton threshold directly known from the photoabsorption

experiment is for 3p . core level of Si. Therefore for the

remaining cases,we extract the experimental core-level binding

energy relative to the core-exciton level, namely E ,
c,exciton

by adding up the core-valence energy difference known from the

photoemission experiments and the thermal energy gap, and then

substracting E which is the binding energy for electron-core-

hole, i.e,
E S .,_ = (ES ., -E* ) + E - E
c,exciton valence core gap B

E , + E - E
core-valence gap B (22)
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Table (5)

A A ( f ) { g ) { h )

E (H) E (JM) E AE (PE) AE (QE) £E AEc c c,exc: c c c c

U )

C(diamond) 296.8

C(graphite) 296.8

Si(2p \ 107 6 10S 9 99
3/2

Ge(3d . ) 35-8 37-9 29.8

r2) 30.8 32.4 23.7

289.2-E,, * 7.6+EB B

284.7 12.1

B

(e)

7.8 9.1

6.O+E 8.1+EB B

7.1 8.7

9.6 10.5

12.1 11.0

8.5 8.4

7.8 7-9

8.2 7-5

all values are given in eV.

(a) From E -E S of McFeely et al (24), + E
val c *-•*'>

(b) D. A. Shirley et al (25).
(c) F. C. Brown et al (26).

(d) Fran E -E S of D. Eastman et al (28), + E
val c " gap.

(e) R. A. Pollak et al (30).

(f) Obtained by substracting column 3 from column I.

(g) Obtained by substracting column 3 from column 2.

(h) From eqn,(3).
(i) From eqn.(18).
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First we consider the experimental core

binding energy for diamond. The XPS spectrum of diamond has
(2i)

been investigated by McFeely and co-workers . The position

of the top of the valenceband is located at 283.8 eV relative

to C(ls . ) core level. The thermal energy gap of diamond is

5.4 eV. Assuming, at the moment, E as small and unknown
a

quantity , we extract E for C(ls ) level of
c,exciton ^i^

diamond from eqn.(22) and obtain E (is, ,„ ) = (289.2-E_ )eV.
c,exc: 1/* D

Graphite is a semimetal and therefore

fermi level is a good reference to locate the core—level

binding energy for this element. The valence-band XPS spectrum

of graphite has been investigated by Shirley et al

by McFeely et al 4

(25) and

as well. They reported that the Is ,

core binding energy relative to the fenni level for graphite

i E ( l

Yield spectrum of 2p core level of pure
(26)

silicon has been thoroughly investigated by Brown et al
(27)

and also by Eberhardfcet al • . Their investigations give the

direct measured values of 2p ,, core binding energy of Si

relative to the core—exciton level. They reported that

E S (2p ,^)=99.8 eV with the excitonic binding energy
c,exc; 3/2
(0.18 + 0.2) for Si.

The photoemission partial yield spectrum

of germanium has been investigated by Eastman et al 2® and
(29)

Grobntan et al as well. They have located the position of

3d , core level relative to the valence band at 29-1 eV with

an accuracy of 0.1 eV. The thermal energy gap of Ge is 0.9 eV.

Thus we extract the experimental binding energy of 3d , core
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level of Ge according to eqn.(22) and obtain (29.8-E ) eV.
B

5 DISCUSSION

*-Sn is also a semimetal and therefore

fenni level is again a good reference to locate the core-level

binding energies. Most of the photoemission experiments are

done for white tin. Pollak et al have reported that 4d ,

core binding energy relative to the fermi level for white tin

is 2 3.7 eV. However, Pollak suggested that E S
 F ^

d r / 2 ^
 for' grey

tin will not be much different from the above value

These are the experimental values of

E we have selected for group IV semiconductors and
c,exc: s

semimetals. These values are collected in Table(5). The

pseudo-experimental E (PE) and quasi-experimental E (QE) core-

level binding energy shifts are then extracted and collected

also in the same table for the comparison with our calculated

E values,
c

We should mention the situation

connected with the values of E , the binding energy for core-
B

hole-electron bound state. According to the simplest model by
(32)

Wannier and Mott the electron is bound to the core—hole

in hydrogen—like states. However , for semiconductors , there

involve several corrections due to smaller dielectric constant,
(12)

effective mass and exchange repulsion from the core region.

At present the question of how large this binding energy E is
(33) B

still under debate"'JJ'. Thus we are not in a clear position

to assign a definite value for E . Nevertheless, since E ^1 eV
B B

(except possibly for diamond) we believe that the ignorance
of its exact value is not fatal for our evaluations of iE .

c

-3T-

From the comparison of the data

given in Table(S) we observe that the agreement of calculated

core-level binding energy shifts A £ (calculated from eqn.(3)

and eqn. (18) ) and the experimental estimates & E (PE) and

& E (QE) is generally rather good. This result clearly supports

our point of view that the complete screening picture of (z+l)-

impurity in the z-solid is appropriate for semiconductors as

well, provided that the core-level binding energies in

semiconductors are measured relative to the core—exciton level.

It is the Born—Haber cycle) of course, which makes JK's scheme

possible for the calculations of A E . However, it should be

noted that the scheme becomes of practical use effectively

only after the introduction of the (z+l)-approximation with

complete screening.

A large discrepancy between our

calculated and the experimental values of A E in found for
c

diamond. In our calculations we have neglected E , the core-
a

hole—electron binding energy. Thus we suspect that the main

contribution to this discrepancy of about 2 eV might be due to
E . It would be interesting to check experimentally whether
B
this implied large core-exciton binding energy E of order 1—2

D

eV for diamond is indeed there.

Another possible contribution to

the errors involved in our calculations of A E might be due to
c

the quantity E ,*T(z), the so called impurity heat of solution.

In the present work we have estimated this quantity for
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semiconductors by employing two alternative methods, one totally

empirical and the other based on a semi-empirical cluster

model. We find that the results of E ™ (z) as directly obtained
z+1

from the hybrid-cluster model turs out to be rather large for

practical use. However, by introducing a proper rescaling in

which we consider the relative value of E , (z) with respect

to the calculated value of cohesive binding energy from the

same model we obtain physically sensible results which are

also found to be in good agreement with those data obtained

by the semi-empirical method. Incidentally, the results of

Table (5) provide an independent calculation of E (z),

another elusive quantity to evaluate from the first principles.

In our semi-emperical scheme, the

main source of difference in & E between graphite and diamond

is the necessity of climbing half the thermal gap in the

latter case which seems intuitively correct.

It should also be noted that though

we have considered only one core level per species, the shift

predicted by this model is the same for all core levels.

Our conclusion is that the Born-

Haber scheme with a (z+i)-approximation is also applicable

to core levels of non-metals. The main difference in this case

is that the core-level binding energy must be taken with

respect to the core-exciton level rather than the fermi level

as in the metallic solids. This is necessary to insure complete

screening of the core hole at large distances. The results of

this scheme, which expresses the core-level binding energy

shifts in terms of experimental quantities such as ionization

energies and cohesive energies together with semi-empirical

values of imputity heat of solution, compare satisfactory

with other experimental estimates of core-level binding energy

shifts. We must also note that a crude order of magnitude

estimate of A E for z-element is just I , the ionization
c

energy of (z+1)-element. This estimation is also valid for

metals. As shown in Table(S), this rule of thumb works

decently, giving also the correct trend with increasing z.
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